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Every name in the bible is included in The Exhaustive Dictionary of Bible Names. Whether you are

looking for a biblical name for your child to be, or doing inâ€“depth Bible research, this book of

Biblical treasures will have what you are looking for and more. Your own relationship with God will

be enriched as you gain inâ€“depth understanding of the meanings of biblical names. Every Biblical

name and its various shades of Greek or Hebrew meanings. The nearly 40 selfâ€“revealing names

for God. The 275 descriptive titles for Jesus The 1000 restorative titles for Christians While in

western culture we seldom pay attention to the meanings of names we often give people

â€“"nicknames"' based upon their personality and character traits. In a similar way names given in

biblical times had much to say about the person's character, prophetic calling or current

circumstances at the time of his birth. For instance, Jacob's name, (who stole the firstborn blessing

from Esau) means "supplanter' or "trickster'. God later changed his name to Israel, which means

"having power with God" or â€“"God's fighter" In the final book of the Bible one of the promises given

to overcomers is a "new name" (Revelation 2:17). Names are important! If you want to: Grow in your

knowledge of God's nature and character Have a greater understanding of Scripture Find a biblical

name with specific meaning and purpose for your child then The Exhaustive Dictionary of Bible

Names is for you.
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This book has never let me down. It has every name of every river, mountian or man named in the

Bible. I have bought several copies for my pastor friends. They all use this book regularly and are



always grateful for the gift.

I have the opportunity to review this one of its kind Exhaustive dictionary of Bible Names. If you are

looking for the best dictionary to know the real meanings of bible names this is it!

I have found this book most helpful. It gives the various definitions of all the peoples' names and

places in the Bible with pronunciations. My only suggestion, if they should revise the book, is to add

from which original language the root definitions are based. The authors do show the outdated

definition verses the newer definition. A great reference guide.

Outstanding resource I refer to many times a week. Knowing the meanings of people and places in

the Bible opens up a deeper level of understanding of Scripture. A great tool I've loved and used for

many years. Every serious student of the Bible should have a copy.

The book is wonderful. It is an excellent resource to have in your library. It gives good information

on the names and places in the Bible. Everyone should have a copy in their library if they are

students of the Bible.

I have always believed that it is NOT a coincidence that things and/or people have the names that

they do. And when I use this book, in my Bible Study time, I am amazed at the 'insights' I see into

characters and places where the History of the World as seen through God's eyes happen!

This edition is concise and conveniently sized for easy portability. Since names in scripture have

meaning I find that it enhances my bible study and gives greater insight.

Very informative, except the "j" names all should have started with a "y" just like they did in the time

of our savior.
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